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ABSTRACT
This work proposes a continuous user verification system
based on unique human respiratory-biometric characteristics extracted from the off-the-shelf WiFi signals. Our system
innovatively re-uses widely available WiFi signals to capture
the unique physiological characteristics rooted in respiratory
motions for continuous authentication. Different from existing continuous authentication approaches having limited
applicable scenarios due to their dependence on restricted
user behaviors (e.g., keystrokes and gaits) or dedicated sensing infrastructures, our approach can be easily integrated
into any existing WiFi infrastructure to provide non-invasive
continuous authentication independent of user behaviors.
Specifically, we extract representative features leveraging
waveform morphology analysis and fuzzy wavelet transformation of respiration signals derived from the readily available channel state information (CSI) of WiFi. A respirationbased user authentication scheme is developed to accurately
identify users and reject spoofers. Extensive experiments
involving 20 subjects demonstrate that the proposed system
can achieve a high authentication success rate of over 93%
and robustly defend against various types of attacks.

(a)
(b)

Figure 1: Potential applications that utilize respiratory motions extracted from WiFi to conduct continuous user authentication: (a) accessing mobile devices
such as computers; (b) accessing electronic devices and
appliances in smart homes
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CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Biometrics; Multi-factor authentication; • Human-centered computing → Ubiquitous and mobile computing design and evaluation methods;
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INTRODUCTION

Reliable and convenient user authentication has become increasingly critical in recent years due to the rapidly increasing use of mobile devices (e.g., smartphones, smartwatches,
smart appliances, and laptops). Current mobile devices usually request user authentication in an on-demand manner.
For example, unlocking smartphone and mobile computing
devices, logging in email accounts, processing mobile payment, applying parent control, etc. And most of them involve
only one-time identity verification, which requires users to
re-verify themselves every time use the particular services.
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We envision that the ultimate goal of user authentication
CSI Measurements
is to free users from manually entering secret information
Calibration
for identity verification and enable computing devices to
Noise Removal Using EMD based Filter
identify the users around-the-clock automatically. In this
Subcarrier Selection
work, we take advantage of the WiFi infrastructures that are
already pervasive in our daily lives and devise an innovative
Segmentation and Feature Extraction
user authentication system that can verify users’ identities
Respiration Segmentation
based on their respiratory biometrics continuously. Existing
Profiling
Respiratory Features
work [3] has demonstrated that WiFi signal can be re-used
to detect human vital signs (e.g., breathing rate). Our system
takes one step further to provide non-invasive continuous
No
Respiration-based
User Authentication
authentication only relying on breathing independent of user
Spoofer
behaviors in various applications. As illustrated in Figure 1,
Yes
our system could let users log in their mobile devices (e.g.,
User Authenticated
the laptop in Figure 1(a)) without entering passwords and
continuously use user-specific applications without addiFigure 2: Overview of system flow.
tional identity verification. Furthermore, our system could
adversary will stay in the same location as the user does
be applied to WiFi-enabled devices and appliances (e.g., Amaand try to mimic the user’s breathing pattern based on the
zon Echo, smart TV at home), which allow users to perform
adversary’s observation.
restricted operations (e.g., online purchase and parent control) without manually input authentication information, as
2.2 System Overview
shown in Figure 1(b). Specifically, our system leverages the
We devise a continuous user authentication system, which
CSI readily available in commodity WiFi devices to capture
leverages the distinct respiration motions to differentiate
users’ unique biometrics rooted in their always-exist respirausers. The flow of our system is illustrated in Figure 2. Our
tory motions for user authentication. The main contributions
system first continuously collects time series of CSI from offof our work are summarized as follows:
• We explore the existing WiFi’s sensing capability to
the-shelf WiFi devices and determines whether the wireless
capture respiratory motions and show that our morphologic- signals contain repetitive respiratory patterns with human
based features and fuzzy-wavelet-packet-based fearespiratory frequency or not. Once detects the respiratory
tures can well model the unique respiratory biometrics
patterns, the system applies an Empirical Mode Decomposienabling automatic user authentication.
tion (EMD) based filter [1] to mitigate the effects caused by
• We devise the first respiratory biometrics-based user
the immanent/environmental radio interference, which genauthentication system using off-the-shelf WiFi. Our
erates the CSI samples with more significant patterns related
system could be easily integrated into any WiFi-enabled
to respiration. Unlike conventional filters (e.g., low-pass or
devices (e.g., laptops, smartphones, and smart appliband-pass filters) that may mistakenly remove useful signal
ances) to continuously authenticate/identify users in
components due to fixed cutoff frequencies, the EMD-based
an unobtrusive manner.
filter is fully data-driven and can adaptively filter the noisy
• We develop an respiration-based user authentication
components and maximize the preservation of the signals
method that can accurately authenticate/identify users
resulted from respiratory motions. Then the filtered CSI samusing the distinct biometric information rooted in their
ples are analyzed by a subcarrier selector to determine the
respiratory motions. And our scheme can also successmost sensitive subcarrier that is most significantly impacted
fully reject spoofers using the feature distance to k
by respirator motions based on the periodicity and sensitivnearest samples in the profiles.
ity. The measurements of the selected subcarrier are further
2 SYSTEM DESIGN
processed to reconstruct the respiratory motion signals that
2.1 Attack Model
well capture the tiny movements of the human body (e.g.,
belly and chest) caused by respiration.
Random Attack. The adversary does not have any knowlTo facilitate effective feature extraction, our system exedge of the user’s respiratory patterns. When attacking the
amines the reconstructed CSI signals and identifies the segsystem, the adversary will stay at the same location as the
ments containing complete respiratory cycles. We extract
user does and breathe in an randomly chosen style in terms
unique respiratory biometrics in each respiratory segment
of the breathing rate, inhale/exhale rhythm, and deepness.
using both waveform morphology analysis and fuzzy wavelet
Imitation Attack. The adversary has observed how the
packet transform (FWPT) [2]. The extracted morphological
user passes the system using breathe multiple times. The
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Figure 4: Performance of spoofing detection (ROC
curves) under random and imitation attackers with
different numbers of respiration segments.

features (e.g., inhaling/exhaling rhythm, breathing depth,
duration, etc.) and the FWPT based features are mutually
complementary to discriminate individuals. Finally, the derived respiratory features are used to construct legitimate
users’ profiles during the system enrollment. For the user
authentication process, the user’s incoming respirations are
continuously examined by our scheme, which identifies the
legitimate user and spoofer through comparing the feature
distances to the k nearest samples in users’ profiles.

In general, we find that our system can achieve over 90%
accuracy when using few respiration segments.
In addition, we evaluate our system under random attacks
and imitation attacks. In the random attack experiment, we
consider 5 of the 20 subjects as legitimate users and the other
15 subjects act as spoofers. Figure 4(a) depicts the ROC curves
with different numbers of segments for testing. We can see
that our spoofing detection rate reaches over 92.14% with the
false positive rate of around 5% when the system integrates
the testing results of 9 respiration segments. While in the
imitation attack, 1 participant acts as the legitimate user and
10 participants try to imitate the legitimate user’s breathing
style (e.g., breathe with similar breathing depth/duration and
holding duration). We show that our system can also detect
the imitation attackers with the high accuracy and low false
positive rate, which are presented in Figure 4(b). Specifically,
we can achieve over 89.24% detection rate with 5% false
positive rate when the system combines the testing results
of 9 respiration segments. All the above results validate the
great robustness of the proposed system under both random
and imitation attacks.

3 PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
3.1 Experimental Methodology
We conduct experiments in an 802.11n WiFi network with
two commercial laptops. Specifically, we deploy two Dell
E6430 laptops to exchanges WiFi packets periodically. The
packet transmission rate is set to 200 pkts/s to guarantee
the high resolution of the derived respiratory motions. Our
system is evaluated in a university office with the size of
17f t × 9f t, in which two laptops generate WiFi traffics continuously. One of the two laptops is emulated as the mobile
device that the target user is operating. The target user sits
with a chair in front of this laptop to breath regularly during
the experiment. The distance from the participant to the accessing laptop is 0.2 meters, which is a common distance that
most people would use when operating the laptop. Another
laptop, emulated as the access point, is used to exchanges
WiFi traffic with the accessing laptop. Two laptops are placed
at on the same desk side by side.
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System Performance

We examine the user authentication performance of our
system by analyzing the user authentication success rate.
Figure 3 illustrates the user authentication success rate when
different numbers of respiration segments are available for
testing. Specifically, Figure 3(a) depicts the authentication
success rate when the system only contains one legitimate
user. The authentication rate achieves around 90% accuracy
when five or more respiration segments are used for testing.
When the system has multiple registered users, it can achieve
similar authentication accuracy as illustrated in Figure 3(b).
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Figure 3: Performance of user authentication with different numbers of respiration segments.
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